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To all whom it may concern: A 
Be it known that we, THOMAS J. F EGLEY 

and GEORGE O. LEoroLD, citizens of the 
United States, residing in ‘ Philadelphia,\ 
Pennsylvania, have invented certain Im 
provements in Means for Attaching Handles 
to Tools, of which the following is a speci? 
cation. . 1 

One object of our invention is to construct 
a breast drill in such a manner that the han 
.dle can be readily detached from the body 
of the tool and ‘a further object is to so con 
struct the handle that it can be used as a tool 
holder. 
A still further object is to provide means 

for attaching the metallic part of the handle 
to the wooden body, so that the parts can be 
readily assembled, and when once assembled 
can not be removed without destroying the 
parts. . 

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1, 
is a side view, partly in section, illustrating 
our improved handle coupling applied to a 
breast drill; Fig. 2, is a'face view showing 
the handle detached from the body portion; 
Fig. 3, is a longitudinal sectional view of a 
portion of the handle and illustrating the 
coupling; Fig. 4, is a side view showing the 
body portion and the handle separated; Fig. 
5, is a sectional view on the line 5——5, Fig. 1; 
Fig. 6, is a perspective view showing‘ the 
several parts detached; and Fig. 7, is an en 
larged view showing a detail of our inven 
tion. 
A is the frame of the drill having an up 

per bearing a and a lower bearing a’. The 
upper bearing is connected to the lower 
bearing throughthe arms a". Mounted. on 
the frame. A is a stud b carrying the gear 
wheel B to which is attached the crank B’ 
having a suitable hand hold I)’, by which the 
wheel B is turned. The wheel B meshes 
with two beveled pinions C,_C’ mounted on 
a spindle D adapted to the bearings a, a’, 
and carrying at its lower end a chuck d in 
the present. instance. The upper end of this 
spindle rests against a thrust bearing d’ in 
the form of a screw adapted to a threaded 
opening in the extension at3 of the bearing a, 
as illustrated in Fig. 3. _ 
Between the lower bearing a’ and the bev 

eled pinion C is a casing E inclosing the 
ratchet mechanism which is controlled by a 

I slide e having a projection e’ which extends 
through a slot e2~in the casing. T his ratchet 
mechanism is'of the Well known form, and 
by shifting this mechanism the spindle can 
be turned to right or left hand ratchet and 
locked,- or can have a continuous forward 
movement. As this ratchet mechanism 

shown it in detail. 
F is the handle adapted to be coupled to 

the'frame ‘A. This handle has a body por 
tion F’ of wood in the present instance, and 
this wooden handle is bored out to receive 
the tube G, shown in detail in Fig. 6. The 
tube G has a series of longitudinalribs 9 
made by cutting grooves in the tube‘ and al 
lowing the burs formed by the cutting tool 
to project so that when the tube is driven 
‘into the handle, the projecting ribs will pre 
vent the tube turning therein. The tube is 
grooved at gs’ and g2 to'receive rings h and 
h’. The end of the body portion of the han 

_dle is reduced at f to receive the ferrule H 
which is shaped to ?t the reduced portion 
of the body and also the tube G, as shown in 
‘Fig. 1, and the portion f is slotted at f’ as 
shown in Fig.‘ 6 so as to allow it to yield 
when the tube G with the ring 71. in ‘place is 
forced into the wooden body portion of the 
handle; when the tube is in place and the 
ferrule applied, the tube cannot be with 
drawn until the ferrule is removed from the 
wooden portion of the handle. ' 
The lower end of the tube G is cut away 

at one side so as to form a projecting portion 
g3 which is adapted to the cut out portion of 
the upper bearing a. The extension (13 of 

the edges of the projection 93 rest against 
the threaded portion of the bearing prevent 
ing the handle turning on the frame A when 
once in place. . . 

In order to lock the handle to the frame 
we provide a threaded sleeve I having a 
beveled internal flange 2' which rests back 
of the ring h’ adapted to the groove 92 in 
‘the tube G. Figs. 3 and 7. The threaded 
portion of this ring is adapted to the thread 
ed portion 2" of the bearing a, as {shown in 
Fig. 1, so that when the two ;'parts are 
coupled together and the ring screwed down 
into position, the handle is ?rmly connected 
to the frame—the screw sleeve ‘drawing the 
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two parts ?rmly together and the beveled 
’ portion of the ?ange 2' tends to force the ring 
h" int-o its groove 9? retainingit in place, 
and the projecting portion, 93 of the handle 
is locked in the recessed portion a‘ ~of the 

- bearing, thus the handle is prevented from 
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turning on the frame and is. held. rigidly 
thereto. 
MB; theabove arrangement we are enabled,‘ 
to makea very ‘compact breast drill with 
a detachable hollow handle--wh-ich-~can be 
utilized to hold the tools or drill bits not 

' int-use, andénthezexposed end of'the: handle - 
'1 isiper‘feetl vsmoothand shaped as an ordi 

l’ea- Theitwo parts can be readily - 
‘ooupl'edbr-unboupled so as to take upver-y‘ 
littlenspaoe in-ipackinig when uncoupled, the 

" heing’wery simple in construction can 1 " 

w andiziri?dwhenthehandle is applied to the 
v?ame;'al'nd vthe, means- for. securing the tubu 
lar section to the Wooden portion of the 
handlencambeicheaply and readily manu 
fantuwedai ~ : -i -- ~ - ' - 

:WW-hitewwehave-shown- a ‘round end on the 
handle F, thehandle may he shaped with a 
hiioad??atj end asninéithedarger size breast 
drills, (?'?m?y be-tormedinto an shape de 
sired,‘ without departing/from t e essential 
.?eaturesofiour invention.~ . . 
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IWe olaim:-- - ‘ ~ I ‘ j 

The combination in means for attaching 
handles to tools’ of a frame; a bearing there 
on having a screw threaded periphery; ‘a re 
duced extension vprojecting beyond the bear 
ing; said bearing being cutaway at the base 
of the extension to. form shoulders; a handle‘ 
having a tubular extension cut away at one 
side, the projecting portion of the‘ tube ex 

35 

tending into the cut away portion of‘ the - 
bearing and ‘resting against the shoulders, 
whereby one part is prevented from turning 
independently ofa-t-hetother, the, extension 
snugly‘- ?tting; in ithe.'tl1b,e? so as. to rigidly 
support ‘it; said tuhel-ihavmg :an. annular 
groove; a lthreadedvsleeve having an in 
ternalf?ange, the threaded’ portion of the 
sleeveheingliserewedto the threaded bear 
ing-tand-mr-im mounted i-nit-he groove of 
the tube and orming a shoulder for, the 
internal ?ange of the sleeve._ v , 
In ‘testimony whereof, we have signed our 

names-to ‘this; speci?cation in the ' presence 
of twosubscnibm < witnesses.- ‘ ~ 

~- in WTI§OMAS J. FEGLEY. 
GEORGE O. LEOPOLD. 

\Witne'sses‘éq -I '>: 
WM.,Ei-,Snu1*r,,-.--- - A 
'WM.;-A.'=BA,RR-: ‘I I 
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